Theory of Knowledge
Key Concepts

Defining Knowledge
•

The double-edged sword of definition

•

Platonic (philosophical) conceptions:
“Knowledge is justified, true belief.”

•

The problem of “truth” (or “Truth”):
a potentially fruitless back-and-forth.

“It makes more sense to speak of
knowledge, in a TOK context, as being
accurate and appropriate to its task
rather than to dwell on its truth.”
– from material prepared for the TOK Special
Subject Session workshops prior to implementation
of the new Subject Guide (2015), in connection with
the ‘knowledge as map’ metaphor.
(Workbook, p. 11)
A detail from Raphael’s fresco, School of
Athens. Plato is on the left, while his student,
Aristotle, is on the right.
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Knowledge as Plato’s JTB

Knowledge Overview

Justified
•
•
•
•

Correspondence
Coherence
Pragmatic
Consensus

True
• Eternal
• Unchanging
• Universal

Belief
• Psychological
• Epistemic
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Knowledge Vocabulary
• What is a Knowledge Claim?
• What is a Knowledge Question?
• What is a Knowledge Concept?

Assessment Objectives
1. Identify and analyze the various
kinds of justification used to
support knowledge claims.
2. Formulate, evaluate and attempt
to answer knowledge questions.
Subject Guide, pp. 14-15

TOK students & teachers need a shared vocabulary so we can talk and write about knowledge clearly.
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Knowledge Claims

TOK vocabulary strand #1

1st order: Claims about the world made from
within a particular Area of Knowledge.
•
•
•

Ex: There are an infinite number of prime
numbers.
Justified using specific tools of a given Area of
Knowledge (e.g., mathematical proof)
Not the primary focus of TOK.

2nd order: Claims about knowledge itself.
•
•

•

Ex: Mathematical knowledge is certain.
Justified using the tools and vocabulary of TOK
(analyzed more generally in terms of “knowledge
concepts” (e.g., evidence, interpretation,
assumption, etc.) which are interdisciplinary.
Definitely TOK focus.

• The placebo effect is a welldocumented phenomenon in
medical science.
• Global warming in the
modern era is due primarily
to the activities of
humankind.

• Correlation does not imply
causality.
• Models can be constructed
that allow us to make
predictions about the
behavior of complex
systems.

Subject Guide, pp. 20-22
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Knowledge Claims

TOK vocabulary strand #1

1st order: Claims about the world typically made
from within a particular Area of Knowledge
Nate Silver’s 538 forecasting models do a better job of
aggregating political polls than the Upshot of the New
York Times.
• Justified using discipline-specific tools and
techniques
• Not the primary focus of TOK.

2nd order: Claims about knowledge itself.
Forecasting always involves some level of uncertainty.
• Justified using the tools and vocabulary of TOK
(analyzed in terms of “knowledge concepts” (e.g.,
evidence, interpretation, assumption, etc.) which
are interdisciplinary.
• Definitely TOK focus.

• The placebo effect is a welldocumented phenomenon in
medical science.
• Global warming in the
modern era is due primarily
to the activities of
humankind.

• Correlation does not imply
causality.
• Models can be constructed
that allow us to make
predictions about the
behavior of complex
systems.

Subject Guide, pp. 20-22
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Types of Knowledge Claims

TOK vocabulary strand #1

You can group a lot these into category types:
•
•

Statements of personal observation – we know through the senses
Statements of values, or value judgments – Qualitative & subjective
usually, but if informed, it may be more quantitative & objective

•

Statements of observation – not made personally by the speaker;
usually statements of fact
Predictions (based on statements of observation) – past to future

•
•
•

Hypothetical statements (based on past statements of observation) –
place 2 actions in causal relationship
Metaphysical statements – nature of reality beyond the physical

•

Definitions – places ideas in relationship to each other w/ language
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Knowledge Questions

TOK vocabulary strand #2

• What is a Knowledge Question?
(Subject Guide, pp. 20-22)

•

•
•
•

They are about knowledge: “Instead of
focusing on specific content, they focus
on how knowledge is constructed and
evaluated.”
They are open “in the sense that there
are a number of plausible answers to
them.”
Knowledge questions “should be
expressed in general terms rather than
using subject-specific terms.”

REAL LIFE SITUATION
Vocabulary specific to
Area of Knowledge

KNOWLEDGE
QUESTIONS
General TOK vocabulary

Figure 4, Subject Guide, p. 22

Student handouts: Workbook, pp. 27ff
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Knowledge Questions

TOK vocabulary strand #2

Central Knowledge Question of TOK: How do you know?
***How do I (we) know that a given assertion is true, or
that a given judgment is well-grounded?

3 Important Qualities of
Good KQs
• Explicitly uses knowledge
concepts
• Open-ended
• Written in general terms

By asking these questions, we
attempt to make sense of
challenges in creating &
evaluating claims:
• What are the possible
uncertainties in knowing?
•
•

What are our biases?
What are our limitations?

•

Are the methods of verification and/or justification
appropriate to the context?
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Knowledge Concepts

TOK vocabulary strand #3

The cross-disciplinary “raw material of TOK”
•
•

Justification / explanation
Interpretation / inference

•
•

Subjectivity / objectivity
Relativism / absolutism

•
•

Methodologies / paradigms
Verification

•
•

Correlation / causation
Validity / reliability

•
•

Argument / evaluation
Evidence / data / facts / support / proof

•

•
•

Limitations / uncertainties
Assumptions

•

Modeling / prediction /
extrapolation
Sources / authority /
conventions

•

Perspective / bias / worldviews

• Dogmatism / ideology
…and many more…
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